LEw (qa, Pa, Dl) and (q2, P~, D2) be the two flows of an incompressible fluid of uniform density p, kinematic viscosity v and kinematic cross-viscosity ve, where q, p, D denote the velocity vector, the presssure and the potential from which the external forces are assumed to be derive& The two flows are said to be superposable, if a pressure (Pi + P2 + 7r) can be found such that (qa + q2, Pa + P2 + % ~2~ + D2) is also a solution of the Stokes-Navier equation with the necessary modification in the initial and boundary conditions.
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The equations of motion for a non-Newtonian fluid are given by,
(~ui ui, juj) t~j,j
Pk-~-+ = " +fi, (0.1) uj,j = 0 (0.2) ti i being the stress tensor given by tji = _ p~ji + Fadji + F2didj,~,
where fi is the body force,
is the rate of deformation tensor, Fa and F2 are functions of some material constants and the second and third invariants of the rate of deformation tensor di i.
By taking F a---/~ and F2 =/~e we recognize Fa and F~ to be the coefficient of viscosity and coeiticient of cross-viscosity.
1. For the problem on hand it is convenient to use cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, Z) in which z-axis is taken to be the axis of symmetry and r is the distance from the axis. The velocity components at any point 
(1.li)
We can easily show that the eonditions (1.10) and (I .11) are both neeessary and sufficient for the two axially symmetrie flows of a non-Newtonian fluid eorresponding to the two stream functions ~bx and ff~ to be superposable.
CONDITIONS FOR SELF-SUPERPOSABILITY OF A FLOW:
Using the conditions (1.10) and (1.11), it follows that the flow with stream function ~b is self-superposable if and only ir, 
= vE*~b-t-2ve{2J(~zr-SEr'b)--2J(~fr-' Erg~b )
while the condition (1.9) is automatically satisfied.
The condition of superposability (1.10) for two axi-symmetrical flows with stream functions r and ~2 is given by,
~~~
r'~r~ / 
